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Getting into Property Derivatives aims to tackle some
of the hurdles to participation in the property derivatives
market encountered by many property investors.

The publication is divided into three sections.

The first section is a primer providing an introduction to
the market and examining some of the concepts that
need to be understood by potential users, such as
pricing and the advantages and disadvantages of the
instruments. The section also looks at potential strategies
that investors can employ by using property derivatives.

The second section introduces an operational ‘toolkit’,
which is designed to identify the pre-requisite regulatory
and operational procedures that property investors need
to have in place before they are able to trade, thereby
covering many of the hurdles that restrict investors from
participating.

Finally, the third section comprises four separate case
studies, three of which examine actual trades executed
by property investors, which allow potential users to
understand why and how other investment managers
have begun to utilise this fledgling market. The fourth
case study examines a theoretical trade on a hypothetical
portfolio.

I should like to thank all the members of the IPF PDIG
Technical Sub-Group for contributing and volunteering
their time and efforts to the Sub-Group and this report,
and to the PDIG Steering Committee and IPF for
providing the guidance and support necessary for a
project such as this. It is our intention that the Sub-
Group continues to assist the property investment
management industry until the market is active with
trading by managers of property portfolios, and we hope
that this first report and subsequent efforts by the Sub-
Group will go a long way to achieving our aim.

Whilst it is acknowledged that the property
derivatives market is wide and encompasses
trading on residential and international markets,
this paper concentrates on the UK and commercial
property market.

Tony Yu

Chair of the IPF Property Derivatives
Interest Group (IPF PDIG) Technical Sub-Group
(2007-09)
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1 The growth of the market
The growth of the market in its present form began in the UK in
2005. Although property forwards were traded between 1996 and
1998 and Barclays’ Property Index Certificates (PICs) have been
issued since 1994, the market for trading in total return swaps on
Investment Property Databank (IPD) indices is relatively new. This
followed extensive lobbying from the IPF Property Derivatives Users
Association (now PDIG) at the beginning of the decade to persuade
regulators to treat property derivatives as an ‘admissible asset’ for
inclusion in solvency ratios of UK life insurance companies.

Since 2005, trading volumes and therefore liquidity of property
derivatives based on IPD indices, has grown quickly. The chart
below shows the quarterly trading volumes on IPD indices in the
UK, and demonstrates that annual volumes increased from £850m
in 2005 to £7.7bn in 2008, albeit falling back to 2.7bn in 2009.

The market remains dominated by trading at the All Property level
and although sector and sub-sector trades have been executed to
date, the volume of trading at these levels has been disappointingly
low. This can be attributed to the relative lack of activity in the
market by property portfolio managers who would be the main
users of sector trading.

Currently the UK market is the largest and most liquid property
derivatives market, partly because of the robustness, long history and
more frequent publication of IPD UK indices and also because of the
transparency of the UK market in general. Internationally, a market
exists for trading on French and German indices, whilst test trades
have been executed on Italian, Swiss, Japanese, Spanish, Canadian
and Australian IPD indices. In the US, a commercial derivatives
market based on the NCREIF index has emerged but a more liquid
market has developed on residential market indices. Overall, volumes
and liquidity in international markets are lower than those in the UK
but the potential of exponential growth is there, as has been seen at
the beginning of other similar derivatives markets.

2 Comparisons with other forms of
real estate exposure
The development of the property derivatives market now adds
another method of accessing real estate exposure for investors.
Figure 2 compares property derivatives with other more ‘traditional’
forms of property exposure such as direct property, indirect property
funds and listed property companies. In this respect, it should be
noted that Figure 2 compares ‘long’ exposures of property and does
not take into account the additional advantages that property
derivatives can offer as a portfolio management tool.

For investors seeking exposure to property, derivatives have different
advantages and disadvantages to other forms of investment. These
are explained below.

2.1 Advantages
• No transaction costs

A key advantage of property derivatives is that there are no
transaction costs, other than brokerage (if applicable). This
compares with direct property where stamp duty, legal and agency
fees are circa 5.75% of the purchase price and sale costs can
amount to circa 1%.

• No management costs

The management of direct property and investment into indirect
property funds and REITs will incur running portfolio management
fees whereas exposure through the derivative does not (although
indices such as IPD are calculated net of basic property
management expenses).

• Speed of trade

For the most part, trades can be executed quickly and easily. This
contrasts with direct property, where buying and selling can take
several months to complete, and property funds where redemptions
can take months or be delayed depending on liquidity within the
fund and underlying market.

• Diversification

Exposure to a property index by its very definition provides a fully
diversified exposure to property returns. In contrast, an investor will
need a large portfolio of direct assets to diversify away property
specific risks, whilst some property funds and companies may not
offer the property diversification that investors wish to have.

• Another form of leverage

For investors using total return swaps, a margin of circa 5- 10% of
the notional size of the contract is usually paid upfront. If the
investor holds less cash than the full notional size of the contract,
this is effectively employing a form of leveraged exposure to
property. Not only is this leverage flexible, as the investor can
increase and decrease cash against the derivative, it is also free,
unlike conventional forms of leverage.
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Figure 1: Quarterly property derivative trading volumes on IPD

Source: IPD
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Figure 2: Real estate exposure options

Direct property Unlisted property funds Listed property shares/REITs Property derivatives

Liquidity

Volatility

Diversification

Performance
correlation
to direct
property

Transaction
costs

Low

Typically takes
several months to
sell a building.

Low-Medium

Open-ended funds allow redemptions
with a given notice period. However,
funds have right to defer redemptions
in certain circumstances.

Closed-ended unlisted funds generally
illiquid, but tradable at premia/
discounts to NAV.

High

Tradable daily like any
other listed company.

Medium

Immature market but
growing volumes and
tradable daily. Less liquid
than listed property
companies, but more liquid
than direct property or
unlisted property funds.

Low

Valuation smoothing
leads to lower
volatility.

Low-Medium

Dependent on fund (and especially leverage)
but NAV-to-NAV performance volatility
broadly similar to direct property indices.

High

Linked to equity market
volatility.

Medium-High

Mark-to-market (MTM)
valuations will be a function
of market expectations

Low

Large portfolio required
to diversify away
specific property risks

Medium-High

Dependent on fund, but usually a
diversified portfolio of assets

Medium-High

Dependent on company,
but usually a diversified
portfolio of assets.

High

Returns linked to fully
diversified index

N/A Medium-High

Dependent on fund, but NAV-to-NAV
performance broadly similar to direct
property indices.

Low

More correlated to
equity markets than
direct property in the
short term.

Low

Initial price and MTM
valuations determined by
market which is influenced by
expectations. However if held
to maturity, performance
linked directly to indices.

High

Typically 5.75% at
entry and 1% exit
costs

Primary equity issues

Linked to ‘real’ costs of property i.e. typically
offer at NAV +5%, and bid at NAV -1.5%
(dependent on leverage). Secondary market
– traded at premia/discounts to NAV
depending on market sentiment.

Low

Other than bid-offer
spread, SDRT and
brokerage

Low

Other than bid-offer spread
and brokerage

• Ability to short the property market

Before the emergence of the property derivatives market, property
was a long-only investment (although listed property companies can
be shorted like any listed stock). Property derivatives now allow
investors to take short positions on the direct market, thereby opening
up hedging, long-short and alpha strategies to property investors. This
ability to hedge means that for the first time, property investors have
a tool to manage the market risk of their portfolios.

2.2 Disadvantages
• Mark-to-market valuation risks

For investors that are required to mark their trades to market, the
performance of derivatives contracts will be driven by daily pricing,
which in turn will be driven by market expectations of returns. As a
result, mark-to-market valuations can be volatile and will be

different to the performance of the underlying index prior to
maturity of the contract. This is a key and important issue for
property investors to understand when using these instruments.

• Counterparty risk

As with other derivative contracts, cashflows from a property
derivative contract are subject to the counterparty’s credit risk. For
unfunded structures, such as swaps, this risk applies only to the
cash flows associated with the trade. For funded structures like
notes, both the notional and cash flows are subject to counterparty
risk because the principal is exchanged at the trade date.

• Liquidity

Although volumes have increased steadily over the past few years,
the property derivatives market remains immature and liquidity can
be difficult for large trades.



3 The instruments – total return
swaps & structured notes
For investors looking to trade in commercial property indices, there
are three main types of instruments – total return swaps, futures
and structured notes. The main differences between these
instruments concern the exchange of principal and the need for
ISDA documentation. The table below illustrates these differences.
Options on commercial property indices have been traded, but few
of these contracts have been executed and a liquid options market
is thought to be several years away.

Forward contracts are the main type of instrument for investors
looking to trade on the Halifax House Price Index (HHPI).

For the purpose of this paper we concentrate on swaps, futures and
structured notes based on commercial property indices.
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ISDA documentation

The International Swaps and Derivatives Association (ISDA)
is a trade organisation of participants in over the counter
(OTC) derivative markets. Trades such as property total
return swaps are executed with reference to ISDA-
standardised documentation.

Investors wishing to use total return swaps require two
documents. The first is an ‘ISDA master agreement’ between
the investor and a bank, which contains general terms and
conditions such as provisions for the event of default or
termination, but no details of any trade. The second
document is the ‘trade confirmation’, setting out details of
an actual trade e.g. the notional amount, the maturity date
of the trade, the index upon which the trade is based etc.,
with references back to the respective ISDA master
agreement for definitions and provisions.

Investors should be aware agreeing terms and completing
each ISDA master agreement can be a lengthy process,
particularly as it is usually best practice to have ISDA master
agreements with a number of banks in order to achieve
competitive pricing consistently. Investors should take legal
advice when negotiating ISDA master agreements with
banks.

ISDA has produced a useful set of definitions and clauses
for use in OTC property derivative confirmations. These
may not be suitable for end-users, and are always
negotiable. Investors should also be aware that agreed
positions in pre-existing master agreements which were
negotiated with reference to, say, interest swaps, may be
inappropriate for property derivatives transactions, and
should be reviewed.

Structures characteristics

Swaps Futures Structured
notes

Principal None Initial 100%
exchange margin notional

ISDA Required None None
documentation required required

• Quality of the indices

The growth of the property derivatives market will be dependent on
investor confidence of the quality of the underlying property indices.
If investors do not believe that indices truly represent the movement
of the underlying market, it is unlikely that investors will be willing
to use derivatives to access returns or hedge risk based on these
indices. Whilst UK and other international indices published by IPD
are robust and have a reasonable time series, investors are advised
to scrutinise and understand the construction and coverage of all
indices upon which they contemplate trading. This is especially
relevant when a trade is being considered as a hedge for an
existing portfolio. The risk that the index performs differently to the
underlying portfolio being hedged is known as basic risk.



3.1 Total return swaps
The main type of property derivative contract based on commercial
property indices is the total return swap. These are traded over the
counter (OTC) rather than on any formal exchange.

The structure of a standard total return swap is reasonably
straightforward. At the beginning of the contract, the purchaser of
property exposure agrees to pay a fixed price each year for the
duration of the contract, usually between one and five years, based
on a notional contract size e.g. £10m. In return, the buyer receives
the annual total return of the relevant index that the contract is
based upon from the counterparty1. For UK All Property trades, the
index of choice has been the IPD Annual All Property Index and, as
this index is published at the end of February of the following year,
annual cash flow payments for swap trades are settled at the end of
March. One of the key attractions of the total return swap for a
buyer is that no principal is exchanged.

As an OTC instrument, swaps can be structured and tailored to suit
the needs of an individual investor. For example, should the investor
so wish, swaps can be based on the IPD Monthly or IPD Quarterly
Index rather than the IPD Annual Index, and cashflow payments can
be settled quarterly rather than annually. However, by deviating
from the standard market convention of annual cashflow payments
based on the IPD Annual Index, an investor is likely to incur an
additional cost by trading in a less liquid market where the dealer
will find it more difficult to hedge itself.

3.2 Structured notes
Structured notes are funded products i.e. cash is exchanged at the
beginning of the trade, as opposed to total return swaps where no
principal is exchanged. Barclays’ Property Index Certificates (PICs)
are probably the most well-known type of property structured note
and are listed on the London Stock Exchange.

Notes are essentially bonds (typically AA/AA- rated) issued by banks
as eurobonds or as part of a standard medium term note (MTN)
programme, paying returns linked to IPD indices with pricing
determined by the total return swaps market. The structure of notes
is flexible and is usually determined by the preferences of the
individual investor. For example, the notes can be issued at par or a
premium or discount to par, can pay a regular income coupon,
mirroring quarterly rental streams from direct property, and/or
mature with a capital payment based on a total return or capital
growth index. As such, structured notes can be attractive to

5

1 In the current market environment fixed prices are negative over short-dated contracts
meaning that buyers receive a payment for purchasing property exposure.

Counterparty A
(Long property)

Counterparty B
(Short property)

Annual total return of
property index e.g. IPD

Fixed price e.g. 6% pa

Figure 3: How a total return swap works

Example of a trade

An investor wishes to ‘buy’ UK property exposure by
entering into a 3-year UK total return swap with a notional
size of £10m. As prices are quoted over calendar years (see
Section 5 Pricing), this provides the investor with exposure
to UK property for the period between 31 December 2009
and 31 December 2012.

The investor buys the contract at a fixed rate of say
+5% pa. This means that on 31 March 2011, 31 March
2012 and 31 March 2013 (after the IPD Annual Index for
each year has been published), the investor will receive the
total return of the IPD Annual Index and pay +5% each
year to the counterparty.

If, for example, the total return of the 2010 IPD Annual
Index is +10%, the two payments are netted off and the
investor receives an amount equal to 5% multiplied by the
notional amount of £10m i.e. £0.5m. If the total return of
the 2011 IPD Annual Index is -5%, the netted payments
amount to -10% which means the investors pays the
counterparty an amount equal to 10% multiplied by the
notional amount of £10m i.e. £1.0m.

It should be noted that prices are quoted over calendar
years and the timing of the payments at the end of
March of each year are the same, irrespective of when the
trade was actually executed. However, the pricing of the
fixed rate leg will change over the course of the year and
take into account the performance of the IPD Monthly
Index to date.
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4 Users in the market
4.1 Estimated share of volumes
Currently there is no official data on the proportion of trading
volumes by user types. However, Figure 5 below shows the
estimated share of market volume of different types of users.

As such, it is estimated that approximately 40% of market volume
is inter-bank trading, with the remainder being accounted for by
end users.

Figure 5: Estimated share of volume by type of user

Type of user Purpose Estimated share
of volume %

Banks • Proprietary trading

• Hedging strategies 40

Pension funds • Tactical asset allocation
(versus equities, bonds etc)

• Strategic long-term asset allocation

• Property sub-sector allocation 20

Insurance funds • Tactical asset allocation
(versus equities, bonds etc)

• Strategic long-term asset allocation

• Property sub-sector allocation 10

Property funds • Strategic long-term all property/
sector allocation

• Short-term proxy to direct
property exposure 10

Hedge funds • Relative value plays/arbitrage

• Long/short strategies 10

Property companies • Property sub-sector allocation

• Hedging strategies

• Short-term proxy to direct
property exposure

• Strategic long-term all
property allocation 5

Other
e.g. Private banks/ • Strategic long-term asset allocation 5
High net worth

Source: Merrill Lynch

Figure 4: Example of a structured note term sheet

Product ‘Dec 2009-Dec 2010 IPD Index-linked Note’

Issuer (a) Licensee bank

Issuer rating (b) Aa3/AA-

Nominal amount £10.0m

Trade date (c) 29/02/2010

Issue date (d) 31/03/2010

Maturity date (e) 31/03/2011

Currency GBP

Issue price (f) 100%

Redemption (Index Final / Index Initial) * Nominal Amount
amount (g)

‘Index initial’ 1512.31 being the closing level of the IPD UK
definition (h) All Property Index that is published by IPD

for 31 December 2009

‘Index final’ The closing level of the Index that is published
definition by the IPD on the 27th of February 2011 for

31 December 2010

Notes

(a) Issuer – The bank issuing the notes

(b) Issuer rating – The credit risk of the notes as measured by S&P/Moody’s

(c) Trade date – Date that the trade is agreed with the bank

(d) Issue date – The date that the notes are issued and cash is settled.

(e) Maturity date – The date that the notes mature and pay an amount
to the buyer according to the redemption amount formula

(f) Issue price – The price at which the notes are issued. In this case,
the issue price is 100% and so £10.0m is settled at the issue date.
If the issue price were say 95%, £9.5m is settled.

(g) Redemption amount – The formula calculating the payment to the
buyer at maturity.

(h) Definitions – Clarification of the index used in the redemption
amount formulae.

investors as the cashflows may mimic the cashflows from a ‘real’
property investment, and there is no need for ISDA documentation,
which can be seen as a stumbling block for property investors (see
ISDA documentation, page 4). Figure 4 shows an example term
sheet for a structured note issued by a bank.

Structured note documentation typically takes the form of a specific
set of terms and conditions which refer back to a master set of
terms for the issue of a variety of notes (property-linked notes being
one of many types) under an issuance programme. These are
usually acquired from the issuer direct and then held to maturity. A
non-binding short-form ‘indicative’ set of terms is usually used for
marketing purposes. The specific terms and conditions themselves
should be reviewed carefully, and are entirely negotiable.



4.2 Banks
As with other OTC derivative markets, commercial and investment
banks provide the foundation upon which the property derivatives
market operates by providing liquidity, as willing market makers, to
their clients. It is expected that the proportion of volume taken by
banks will grow as the market itself grows. This is considered
normal in other more developed derivative markets, such as foreign
exchange and equity index derivatives, where inter-bank trading can
account for around 80% of total volume. There are currently 20
banks licensed to trade IPD UK property derivatives. These are listed
in Figure 6.
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Eurex

Eurex, one of the world's largest regulated derivatives
exchanges and the main clearing house in Europe,
introduced property futures in February 2009. These futures
are annual contracts based on the total returns of the IPD
UK Annual All Property Index for individual calendar years.

The introduction of exchange-listed and centrally-cleared
property futures aims to provide the benefits of an on-
exchange contract to existing users of property derivatives
and to attract new market participants and liquidity to
this sector.

4.3 End users
The natural end users of property derivatives are those investors
who have traditionally held property in one form or other as an
investment. As such, pension funds, insurance funds, property funds
and listed property companies are the obvious investors who could
utilise property derivatives.

For pension and insurance funds, property derivatives offer the
ability to rebalance multi-asset portfolios efficiently (i.e. weightings
to equities, bonds, property etc). Indeed, much of the activity in the
market by institutions such as these has been at the multi-asset
level to tactically re-weight exposure to property efficiently.

In contrast, activity by property fund managers who manage actual
property portfolios (whether it is for pension funds, property funds
or property companies) has generally been lower. This is possibly a
reason why sector trading, in which one would expect property
portfolio managers to be more active, has been rather thin.

Other types of end users include hedge funds that can use more
complex strategies to employ long/short strategies and relative
value strategies between the derivative markets, REITs, and other
markets.

5 Pricing
5.1 Pricing convention
Pricing convention for total return swaps changed at the beginning
of 2008. Prices are now quoted as a fixed rate over calendar years
whereas previously prices were quoted as a spread over 3-month
LIBOR over rolling 12 month periods. This move to fixed rate
quotations removes the fluctuations of LIBOR and achieves
consistency with pricing quotation in other commodity markets.

Figure 7 shows the cumulative mid market prices for All Property
total return swaps as at 19 January 2010.

Figure 7: Mid market prices for All Property total return swaps

Fixed rate
%

Dec 09-Dec 10 9.5

Dec 09-Dec 11 7.5

Dec 09-Dec 12 7.5

Dec 09-Dec 13 7.5

Dec 09-Dec 14 7.5

Source: CBRE/GFI 19/01/2010

Figure 6: Licensee banks

Bank of America Merrill Lynch

Barclays

Bayerische Hypo

BNP Paribas

Calyon

Commerzbank

Credit Suisse

Deutsche

Euro Hypo

Goldman Sachs

Source: IPD, correct as at December 2009

HSH Nord Bank

HSBC

JP Morgan

Morgan Stanley

National Bank of Canada

Robeco

RBS

Santander

Toronto Dominion

UBS
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5.2 Implied returns & the forward curve
In other derivative markets, such as equity index swaps, pricing is
usually a consistently small margin over LIBOR. This is because an
investor who sells an equity index swap can hedge his position by
buying the underlying index i.e. borrowing money and buying the
constituents of the index itself to replicate the returns of the index
he has sold.

In the property derivatives market, underlying indices such as those
published by IPD are not investable (or if an investor attempted to
recreate an IPD index it would take a considerable length of time
and cost). As a result, pricing is determined primarily by investor
expectations of returns, with perhaps a smaller element of pricing
reflecting the cost savings of property derivative exposure compared
to more traditional forms of property investment such as direct
property.

The importance of return expectations to pricing is best explained by
the example below:

Example

In a perfect market, the NPV of the expected cashflows from a swap
at execution should be zero. As such, if a 1-year contract is priced in
the market at a fixed rate of say 5%, it implies that investors expect
the index to deliver 5% for the year. If investors were to believe the
total return will be higher at say 6% they will buy the contract
priced at 5% believing that they will receive a net 1% profit at
maturity. This will drive the market price higher as investors will
arbitrage away the expected profit by buying the contract until the
fixed rate price rises to 6%. This 6% fixed rate price is the market’s
new ‘break-even’ price and is a reflection of market expectations or
the ‘implied return’ of the derivatives market.

If this concept is carried out across contracts of all maturities, a
forward curve can be constructed showing the implied return
expectations of the derivatives market. Figure 8 shows the implied
forward curve as at 19 January 2010.

It should be noted that this pricing theory is based on the
assumption of a perfect market. It could certainly be argued that the
immature nature of the property derivatives market means that it is
a far from perfect market and hence current pricing is not an
‘efficient’ reflection of market expectations. Supply and demand
within the property derivatives market can produce prices for the
index that are better or worse than the prices for the underlying
assets. However investors should be aware that, in its short history,
the derivatives market in the UK has been more accurate in
forecasting market returns than most market commentators and
forecasters!

5.3 A risk premium for swaps?
The implied forward returns described above assume that an
investor is willing to pay a fixed rate for an uncertain property
return. In reality, it would be reasonable to expect that an investor
who buys a property derivative contract would demand a risk
premium for paying a fixed rate in return for an uncertain property
return.

The quantum of this risk premium is of course difficult to determine.
It is widely considered that the risk premium demanded by investors
over the risk-free rate for holding direct property is in the order of
2-3%, whilst an illiquidity premium may also be factored in to take
account of the illiquidity of the swaps market. As such, it could be
argued that the annual implied total returns in Figure 8 above
should all be 2-3% (or more) higher to reflect fairer market
expectation of returns. However, it could also be argued that for
shorter dated contracts such as those maturing in less than a year,
the risk premium is lower as the certainty of returns and cashflows
from the swap is greater. As a result, the implied returns of the
swaps market are dependent on one’s interpretation of the forward
curve, and assumptions of the quantum of any risk premium that
should be attached to the prices.

The subject of pricing in the derivatives market is complex. Pricing
theory is likely to develop further as the market itself matures in the
UK and internationally, and a longer time series of pricing is
recorded. Current pricing may be a function of an immature market
and exceptional property market circumstances. In a more liquid
market with a more ‘normal’ property market environment, we may
see pricing tending to trade within narrower bands.

6.05

%

2010 2011

Implied total return as at 19 January 2010

2012 2013 2014

6.35 6.50 6.606.60

0

2

4

6

8

Figure 8: Implied total returns as at January 2010

Source: CBRE/GFI
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6 Potential strategies utilising
property derivatives
The emergence of the property derivatives market puts another
portfolio management tool into the property portfolio manager’s
toolbox. Property derivatives not only aid managers with potentially
more efficient portfolio management techniques, but also open up a
new range of strategies that have not been available to property
portfolio managers before.

The strategies explained below are not intended to be an exhaustive
list but illustrate the types of strategies that are available for
property portfolio managers utilising property derivatives.

6.1 Rebalancing portfolio structure
Perhaps the most obvious use of property derivatives for property
portfolio managers is the fast and efficient rebalancing of portfolios.
This concept can be used by both managers of multi-asset portfolios
and managers of property portfolios.

For managers of multi-asset portfolios comprising, for example,
equities, bonds and property, derivatives allow strategic or tactical
re-balancing through trades at the All Property level. The advantages
discussed earlier allow the multi-asset investment manager to access
diversified property returns quickly, or to hedge or downweight
property exposure. Trades at the All Property level will also allow
international asset allocators to adjust relative exposures to certain
markets; thereby enhancing the benefits of diversification.

In contrast, trading at the sector or sub-sector level is likely to be more
appealing for managers of property portfolios as this would allow the
manager to access sector level returns, hedge portfolio exposure to
particular sectors, or switch sector exposure efficiently and quickly.

6.2 Leverage
Total return swaps allow investors to leverage their position to
property by holding less cash than the notional size of the contract,
whilst structured notes can also be structured with embedded
leverage. This is especially attractive in market conditions such as
those currently being experienced where debt can be expensive and
difficult to obtain from banks.

6.3 Hedging
The ability to short property though a derivative allows managers to
hedge beta risk in their portfolios. Hedging could be achieved by
using All Property swaps to hedge out market risk on specific assets
or a portfolio of assets. Sector (retail, office and industrial) or sub-
sector swaps (e.g. shopping centres, retail warehouses etc) could be
sold to hedge out more specific market risks. As indices such as IPD
can be broken down further, managers could potentially sell swaps
on specific regions and sectors (e.g. Scottish high street shops).

Investors should be aware of some of the risks attached with
hedging using derivatives. For example, there is the ‘basis risk’ that
the specific asset or assets that are being hedged do not perform in

line with the index. However, to an extent this could be seen as an
alpha opportunity, allowing good asset managers to hedge away
market risks that they cannot control but keep the outperformance
that they are able to generate.

In addition, managers should be aware that as pricing in property
derivatives is driven by market expectations, managers can only
hedge against market movements that are not already priced into
the forward curve. Furthermore, the mark-to-market valuation
risks discussed earlier will apply to investors that mark their
positions to market.

Example – hedging development market risk

One of the largest risks arising in property development is the risk
that the market value of the developed building moves away from
that assumed in the development appraisal. This risk can be
addressed through pre-sales in some cases, but derivatives provide
an option to do this more swiftly and possibly at a better price. This
would reduce a significant risk in the project.

6.4 Relative value plays/Arbitrage
Property derivatives allow investors to employ more complex
strategies to arbitrage perceived mis-pricing between property-related
assets. This can include arbitrage or relative value plays within
property derivative pricing or between other property-related assets
and property derivatives. In addition, investors can employ relative
value plays between property derivatives and other non-property
related markets and instruments such as inflation or equity indices.

For example, an investor with a firm view on the shape of future
returns can trade on the implied forward curve, either by taking a
single long or short position or a combination of long and short
positions on different maturities. In addition, investors with firm views
on the shape of returns of different sectors or of different countries
can do similar long/short trades on different markets. Thus, a property
company could manage its exposure to the property market cycle –
that is if trades are put on before they become consensus.

Investors in REITs can also use property derivatives to arbitrage
perceived mis-pricing between expectations of returns as implied by
the derivatives market and expectations of returns as implied by the
premium or discount to NAV.

6.5 Purchase and exit strategies
The ability to exit or enter at specific times in the direct market
depends upon market circumstances. Derivatives provide a means of
bridging periods in which direct transactions do not make sense, for
instance, when there are no available purchasers or there is a lack
of available stock in a certain sector.

6.6 Alpha and beta
Portfolio managers can use derivatives to control market sector
performance and risk (beta) and concentrate on asset
outperformance and risk (alpha). They can then focus on delivering
excess performance from the directly held assets.
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7 The future
There is little doubt that the emergence of property derivatives offers
investors opportunities that were not available before and the future
of the market is likely to see the emergence of further developments.
The points below consider the potential growth of trading in sectors,
international indices and specific assets.

7.1 Sector and sub-sector trading
One of the disappointments over the past few years has been the
low trading volumes of sectors and sub-sectors in the UK. This is
perhaps a Catch-22 situation as banks have been reluctant to offer
prices and liquidity in sectors because of the apparent lack of
interest whilst property portfolio managers, as the main beneficiaries
of sector trading, have not sought sector trading because of the
perceived lack of liquidity. Trading at the sector level is the natural
next growth step for the market, and this is anticipated once the
investment management community becomes more comfortable
with property derivatives. Although banks can help facilitate
liquidity at the sector level, property investors are essential for
helping the market grow by requesting pricing and liquidity, and
being willing to trade.

7.2 International trading
Whilst a market exists for trading on French, German, Hong Kong
and US indices, liquidity is low compared with the UK. In addition,
trades on Italian, Swiss, Spanish, Japanese, Australian and Canadian
indices have been test trades but no market has yet developed on
these indices. The growth of derivatives in these markets is not only
dependent on investor interest but also on the quality and coverage
of the underlying indices and the frequency of their publication. The
latter is perhaps the biggest stumbling block to a sustained growth
in trading in international markets and a challenge to index
providers such as IPD.

7.3 Specific asset/Portfolio trades
Property derivatives are not confined to trading on published
indices. The future of the market may see the growth of trades on
specific assets or portfolios of assets held by investors. In 2007,
such a trade was completed in Australia when an Australian
property company sold the returns of a portfolio of shopping centres
to a Dutch pension fund.

This concept can be attractive as it allows investors to sell returns
on specific assets without actually selling the assets themselves and
without the basis risk associated with index trades. Issues such as
liquidity and alignment of interest (as a manager will have no
incentive to asset manage specific assets if the returns of that asset
have been sold) have to be overcome, but it is possible that these
types of trades will increase in markets where there is a lack of
confidence in the published indices.



I Approvals (steps 1 & 2)
The first steps in implementing property derivative trades should
involve seeking and receiving approval to use property
derivatives, both from the end proprietor of the trade, such as
shareholders, investors or trustees, and from regulators.

Investor or shareholder approval (step 1) may involve the
amendment of investment management agreements or trust
instruments subject to investor approval. Usually there are
guidelines within these approvals which restrict the use of
property derivatives. For example, there may be a limit on the
level of use of property derivatives in the portfolio or fund (e.g. a
percentage cap), or there may be a restriction on the purposes
for which property derivatives may be used (e.g ‘for the purpose
of efficient portfolio management’).

In terms of regulatory approval (step 2), potential investors
should be aware that property derivatives, and other synthetic
investments, are designated investments and are subject to FSA
regulatory requirements. Therefore an organisation trading in
property derivatives on behalf of a third party (e.g. a property
investment management company) will require authorisation by
the FSA, and individuals of such a company would need to be
approved by the FSA. It is recommended that potential investors
consult their compliance department or seek legal advice with
respect to regulatory approval.

II Analysis (steps 3 & 4)
Steps 3 & 4 involve considering the suitability of an index for a
trade, analysing the implications of a derivatives trade on the
returns, cash flows and risk profile of a portfolio, and amending
or putting in place processes to monitor these factors going
forward.

These steps are very much organisation specific, and depend on
the organisation’s approach and investment process to managing
investments. A list of areas that may be considered are: return
expectations for the index; return expectations from a specific
trade; return requirements from a trade; the impact of a trade on
cash inflows and outflows; and the impact of the trade on a
portfolio’s risk profile (perhaps in terms of sector risk or
counterparty credit risk).

One of the key issues that investors should consider when
considering a property derivative trade is the suitability of the
index upon which the derivative is based upon. It is
recommended that potential investors pursue their own due
diligence on the indices that they wish to use by examining, inter
alia, the construction and coverage of the index, the frequency of
publication, the historic time series and the general ability of the
index to accurately reflect the performance of the underlying
market. This is an issue particularly for investors looking to hedge
their portfolios via derivatives as there is the ’basis risk’ that the
specific assets being hedged do not perform in line with the
index.

Continued on page 14

Property derivatives toolkit
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The following property derivatives toolkit is intended to provide a ‘checklist’ of
areas to be considered when implementing a property derivative trade for the first
time. This checklist should be regarded as a guide only as some highlighted steps
depend on the internal functioning of an organisation and therefore may not
apply to everyone.

The diagram overleaf shows the checklist in the form of a flow chart. This is split
into four sections: Approvals; Analysis; Execution; and After trade requirements.
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III Execution (Steps 5, 6, 7 & 8)
This section considers the resources required to have a
functioning derivatives process. It involves initiating and
maintaining a relationship with the ‘market’ through brokers or
banks (step 5), and considering the various business functions
required to process a derivatives trade. In the Technical Sub-
Group’s collective experience, input has been required from
various business functions including finance, treasury, research
and legal, but this may vary for other organisations.

A key issue of which potential investors should be aware is the
tax consequences of using property derivatives (step 7) and/or
the tax treatment of cashflows from property derivatives. This
will depend on the type of instrument being used and the tax
status of the investor. Tax advice is beyond the remit of the
Technical Sub-Group and it is recommended that potential
investors seek their own tax advice, particularly if they wish to
achieve capital gains tax treatment, rather than income
treatment.

If the use of total return swaps is being considered, ISDA
documentation will need to be negotiated and signed with
counterparty banks (step 8a). Again, advice on ISDA
documentation is beyond the remit of the Technical Sub-Group
and it is recommended that potential investors seek their own
legal advice. See also page 4 concerning OTC documentation.

If the use of structured notes is being considered (step 8b),
potential investors should be aware that they will require a
Euroclear account to settle trades. Euroclear accounts are used to
deliver de-materialised securities and payments, and can be set
up relatively easily by a custodian bank. See page 5 regarding
documentation for structured notes.

IV After trade systems (Steps 9 & 10)
This section describes the requirements to create or amend
accounting systems which record and process derivatives trades,
the need to consider the effect of a trade on performance
measurement systems, and the monitoring of counterparty
credit risk.

The valuation of a property derivative will be dependent on the
accounting rules followed by the investor. Some investors will
require property derivatives to be marked to market while for
other investors (for example those that intend to hold to
maturity) property derivative valuations can be based on the
movement of the underlying index.

In terms of performance measurement (step 10), potential
investors should be aware that IPD has introduced a standardised
methodology for the performance measurement of both swaps
and structured notes:

(i) With structured notes, IPD’s performance methodology is
straightforward and similar to the treatment of indirect
holdings where the asset has a capital value and pays a
distribution or coupon.

(ii) With regard to swaps, IPD proposes to measure the swap as
two assets. The first asset will have the notional value of the
swap as the capital value and the swap payments as the
income. This asset will be marked to market on a monthly
basis according to derivative market pricing. This is necessary
if swaps are to be sold before maturity to show the profit and
loss. The swap payment will be accrued to the year to which
the index refers. The second asset will act as a reconciliation
asset, which will be the negative notional value of the swap
contract, this will mean the total size of the portfolio will be
unaltered. For sector and sub-sector trades, the first asset will
be classified in the appropriate sector while the second asset
will be at the portfolio level to reflect the synthetic change in
weighting of the portfolio, but not altering the total size. We
recommend that potential users of total return swaps consult
with IPD on the treatment of swaps in the performance
measurement of their portfolios.
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Using property derivatives: Case studies

Standard Life Investments
Addressing a sector allocation problem

Scottish Widows Investment Partnership
Shifting domestic property weighting

Protego Real Estate Investors
Theoretical trade:
Hedging a UK property portfolio

Grosvenor Group Limited
Australian test trade
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The primary objective of Grosvenor’s property derivative test trades,
including Australia, has been to ensure and demonstrate sufficient
understanding of the market, in anticipation of the use of
derivatives for wider commercial needs.

Why property derivatives?
Property derivatives are one component of a toolkit of investment
routes through which Grosvenor can manage exposure to property
market general returns (beta); thereby allowing us to concentrate on
asset specific returns (alpha). The specific uses that we have
identified are:

• Temporary portfolio alignment as a stop gap between allocating
capital geographically and making physical transactions;

• To improve development competitiveness by reducing market
price risk;

• To correct temporary over-exposures to sectors; and

• As a means of managing the property cycle.

As a Group we have a strategy of geographic and sector
diversification. We are continually reviewing our optimum exposures
and diversification according to beta selection (identifying markets
we expect to deliver better risk adjusted returns) and portfolio
theory. The optimum portfolio is regularly compared with our actual
position, and often intervention is required to keep allocations
optimal.

Derivatives fit into this as we see them as a timely and flexible
means of shorting or investing in the beta of a selected market. Of
course, other avenues exist and therefore our strategy for their use
is opportunistic: we only use property derivatives when costs are
attractive compared to other investment and divestment options,
whether this may be for reasons related to timing, pricing, or the
availability of alternatives (for example, property or securities).

Our process for determining the amount we want to trade is
outlined in Figure 1.

The costs to be taken into account in choosing between options are
as follows:

• Property derivatives

– Price of derivative.

• Funds

– Fees, entry costs, exit costs; and

– Difference between valuations and physical selling price.

• Sale/purchase physical assets

– Transaction costs; and

– Difference between valuations and physical selling price.

Trade execution
This case study considers a trade entered into in order to adjust our
exposure to property markets between the regions in which we
operate, pending the reallocation of capital into physical assets
reflecting our desired exposures.

The specific trade, made in May 2007, was the first trade in
Australia and our third small test trade (following UK and US, and
preceding market firsts in Japan, Italy and Spain).

Our counterparty was ABN Amro, and the trade was for two years
from December 2006 to December 2008 on the Australian All
Property IPD index.

As this was a relatively small test trade, the focus of our efforts was
on the documentation, deal execution, accounting, tax, and legal
matters, as well as post deal management and monitoring of trades.

With our test trades we opted for a variety of indices and
counterparties so as to get as much educational benefit as possible.
We chose Australia partly because, as a long term participant in the
Australian real estate sector, we wanted to support the
development of the property derivative market. However the
overriding objective was capital allocation. Figure 2 sets out the
steps that we followed.

Australian test trade

Release as physical
transactions are achieved

Choose cheapest alternative
to get exposure (property

funds, property derivatives)

Where possible make
physical transactions

Compare with actual exposure
and quantify extent of

property realignment required

Set desired allocations

Figure 1: Process for determining level of trade
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Some of these steps are considered in more detail below:

• Index suitability – This was the first trade on an Australian index.
We get a certain degree of comfort from the index being run by
IPD, with which we are very familiar. However, we do follow a
standard process to ensure we are comfortable with the integrity,
coverage, data sources, statistical methodology and other factors
of any new index.

• Pricing – We will only use property derivatives where the fixed
price is favourable to our internal forecasts. While we may expect
total return swap pricing to simply reflect a risk free rate; this
would only be the case where the index was able to be
arbitraged. However, the indices on which the derivatives are
based are not hedge-able, primarily because of high transaction
costs in property, and valuation lags in the index (as valuers look
to historic transactions).

As a result, derivatives are priced primarily according to
expectations. We are therefore continually revising our internal
expectations and comparing them with pricing in the markets;
conscious of the fact that we need to make the trade before the
market and our view are aligned.

Hurdles
At the time of the trade there were three barriers to trading in
Australia:

• Uncertainty over the treatment of total return swaps in Australian
tax legislation. We overcame this by placing the trade in the UK
financial market;

• We had some concerns with the documentation that was
being used; and

• The index was still undergoing restatement for reasons of
consistency. We modified the trade confirmation to reflect this.

Outcome
The trade has settled. Overall it proved another valuable step in our
journey to include property derivatives as another part of the beta
management toolkit.

Since the trade, a number of other banks have set up trading desks
in Australia.

Kelly Cleveland,
Grosvenor Group Limited

Plan for unwind according
to physical investment/

disinvestment

Adjust deal size for:
(a) representativeness of index
(b) relative volatilities of indices

(c) relative compositions of indices
(d) attractiveness of pricing relative

to our house view

Analyse index composition
relative to required portfolio

(i.e. assess basis risk)

Identify appropriate indices

Translate into property
exposures by country

(i.e. gear up)

Identify equity exposure that
needs realignment

Figure 2: Steps followed in the Australian test trade
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The following case study looks at selling a December 2008 UK All
Property swap at pricing peak of 8.30% in April 2006. The aim of
this case study is to establish the effect of what could have been
achieved in the optimal use of IPD swaps in hedging the
performance of a UK Property Portfolio until December 2008.

The continuous double digit capital growth experienced in 2004 &
2005 was also seen in 2006. On top of this speedy increase in
capital value, the financing yield gap was narrowing rapidly and
secondary yields began to chase prime yields in earnest.

Looking back at the market and considering where property
derivatives market pricing was in April 2006 is the starting point of
our hedge. In April 2006 the market mid price was 8.30% for a
December 2008 contract and for the above reasons looked like a
good time and price to hedge IPD property market risk using a swap.

Sell swap – in the old pricing system
Assuming the credit lines and Know Your Client (KYC) have been
set up with an IPD licensed bank the December 2008 contract is
sold to the bank counterparty at 8.30% per annum. The notional
amount is £35m, which serves as a 50% hedge on the portfolio.
The contract in this hedge starts from the most recently published
IPD Monthly Estimate of the Annual Index in this case 31 March
2006 (1386) expiring 31 December 2008, as shown in Figure 2a.

The fund receives 8.30% per annum from Bank A, in return it pays
the IPD Index difference annually for the period of the contract.

2006 Performance
In this case, the index rose from 1386 on the March index to 1566
on the annual index in December 2006, an increase of 13% in total
return. Upon settlement the fund pays Bank A £4.55m and receives
£2.17m so the fund is down £2.36m net after the first IPD
settlement in December 2006 (see Figure 2b).

2007 Performance
When the IPD number is released for December 2007 at 1512, a
-3.42% change from December 2006 (1566), the fund receives a
payment of £1.2m from Bank A due to the negative return of the
IPD index. In addition, the fund also receives £2.90m from the
8.30% return on the £35m notional. So in total the fund is up
£4.1m, for the year, after the December 2007 settlement.

2008 Performance
The IPD All Property Total Return index in December 2008 was
1178, an -22.1% difference from December 2007 (1512). The fund
receives a payment of £7.73m from Bank A due to the negative
return of the IPD index. In this case, the fund also receives £2.90m
from the 8.30% return on the £35m notional.

For the period of the hedge swap, the fund is net up £12.37m and
as a result added to the performance of the fund.

Alternatively, if the IPD index fell for this period, the portfolio would
have maintained a positive position due to the 8.30% hedging the
respective fall in value of their fund relative to IPD.

Looking at IPF consensus forecasts June 2008 range and creating
scenarios for each provides the following returns:

• At a 2008 total return of -12.20% the fund ends the buy swap
up £8.91m net.

• At a 2008 total return of -0.50% the fund ends the buy swap
up £4.81m net.

• The actual 2008 total return was -22.1%% and the fund ends
the buy swap up £12.37m net.

So the market performed much worse than expected.

Bank A
Buys the IPD Index

UK Fund
Sells the IPD Index

Fixed 8.30% pa

Total return on
IPD All Property Index
March 2006 – December 2008

Figure 1: Fund performance

Figure 2a: Swap breakdown

March December December December
2006 2006 2007 2008

IPD Index
value 1386 1566 1512 1178

IPD Index
change 13.0% -3.4% -22.1%

Figure 2b: Hedge Swap

December December December
2006 2007 2008

Notional £35,000,000

Receive 8.30% per annum 2,178,750 2,905,000 2,905,000

Pay IPD Annual
Index for year -4,546,002 1,198,241 7,735,000

Totals -2,367,252 4,103,241 10,640,000

Theoretical trade:
Hedging a UK
property portfolio
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Conclusions
The fund without a swap in place would have had a geared return
of -0.04% for the period of March 2006 to December 2008 and an
ungeared return of 2.69%. The performance of the fund, with and
without a hedge is shown in Figure 3 below.

Figure 3 shows that the fund with a hedge in place outperforms the
fund without one. The selling of the market for 8.30% increased the
fund’s cashflow through the period to compensate for the potential
of the market falling below the pricing level of the swap.

The returns on the portfolio are shown in Figure 4 below:

The hedge swap was only for 50% of the fund’s size and in this
case its performance was improved by a counterparty taking the
downside risk for the contract price. Had the market continued as
positively in 2007, the fund would have lost out on selling the swap
but have been hedged due to its fund potentially rising more in line
with the market. If the IPD total return had experienced an
unexpected fall, the the fund would have made money on the swap
in order to balance the loss in value on the portfolio, hence keeping
a hedged position.

To the end of July 2008 the UK IPD Monthly Estimate of the Annual
index total return is at -7.74%, by the end of the year this had
accelerated to -22.1%. Interestingly, in January 2008 the property
derivatives market was pricing in a 2008 total return of -9%, in July
2008 this was -13% and in mid September this was -15%.

The combination of being able to manage property exposure using
property derivatives and the absence of stamp duty or agency fees
with each transaction suggests that there are real advantages to
those who can use property derivatives efficiently as a tool to
manage property market risk.

Gary McNamara,
Consultant, Protego Real Estate Investors

Iain Reid,
Protego Real Estate Investors

Maarten Vermeulen,
Protego Real Estate Investors

Figure 4: Swap breakdown

Fund returns Unhedged Hedged
% %

Gearing 40% 0.04 11.48

No gearing 2.69 9.51

Quarterly total return – hedged with derivative

Quarterly total return – unhedged fund return
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Figure 3: Fund performance
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Rationale
In January 2005, the fund in question, a unit linked property fund,
was receiving very large inflows of money – so large, that the fund
manager was having difficulty in investing it prudently. There were
properties available to buy, but not at the right price, or perhaps at
the right time.

So cash was building up. Returns from the IPD Annual Index in
2003 and 2004 were 11% and 18%, substantially ahead of cash
returns which were around 5%. Investors in this fund wanted their
money invested in commercial property, not held in cash, so we,
along with similar funds, had a duty to invest it. Uninvested cash
was also hurting investment performance – the cash drag.

At the beginning of 2005, our internal forecasts for the market were
around 8.5% pa for the next three years. The actual outcome for
that period was about 10.75% pa. So our forecasts were a touch
light – but we were not alone as the IPF Consensus Forecast was
equally short; at around 7-8% pa.

The important point here was that we expected property returns to
exceed cash returns by around 250 basis points per annum.
Consequently, cash in the portfolio would continue to act as a drag
on fund performance. Hence the need to invest in an asset
delivering property type returns.

With the actual outcome of property returns over 2005-07 being
ahead of our forecasts, hindsight shows how important it was to
have minimised the amount of cash held in the portfolio.

The solution
This example shows the use of a funded note to increase a fund’s
allocation to property. Funded means that a lump sum is paid up
front for the right to receive a future cash flow based on property
returns. It is not technically a swap, but as cash finances the
purchase of the note, one is foregoing future interest payments, so
the effect is to swap cash returns for property returns.

The reason that a funded note was used as opposed to a swap
(whereby cash flows would be swapped between a holder of the
property exposure and the fund) was simply because at that time
true swaps were not deemed to be admissible. That restriction has
since been removed.

We bought a 3-year funded derivative, giving exposure to total
returns from all property – in other words, a Barclays Property Index
Certificate (PIC).

Derivatives do not incur stamp duty and overall costs for this
contract were lower than for the purchase of directly owned
property. However, there is no ability to add value with this holding
in the conventional sense. But we can take some credit for the
alpha generated from the outperformance the PIC had over cash.

The purchase allowed us to reduce our cash weighting in the fund
from 21% to 17% – still too high, but a move in the right direction.

Process
Constant contact with the market enabled us to approach Barclays
Capital with a view to purchasing a large stake in 3-year PICs.
Having dealt with each other before, Barclays Capital was
comfortable with our processes and our dealing capability.

Hurdles
Once the issue price was agreed, we had to overcome some further
hurdles, as detailed below:

• Regulatory – The client fund is a unit linked property fund and all
investments must satisfy certain regulatory tests – the
admissibility rules (which set out the valuation bases for all
investments in an insurance company fund) and the permitted
links rules (which detail exactly what type of asset can be bought
by these unit linked funds). The PIC that we bought was to have
a listing on the London Stock Exchange and hence passed both
these tests without further scrutiny.

• Traditional property investment – The potential purchase was
discussed and debated at our weekly Investment Committee. This
covered potential returns, both absolute and risk weighted and
compared to cash, the impact on the portfolio etc.

• Approvals – In addition to the Investment Committee, approval
to purchase any indirect property asset is required from our Chief
Investment Officer.

Shifting domestic
property weighting
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Figure 1: Unit linked property fund composition
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All new derivative products in which any client of SWIP wishes to
invest (not just property linked derivatives) must be approved by
SWIP’s Investment Control Committee. This committee ensures
that all parties within SWIP understand the asset, are comfortable
with the potential risks and that the back office is able to
monitor, value and deal with the cash flows. As we had invested
in PICs previously, the approval of the Investment Control
Committee was not required.

Outcome
Given the rate of cash inflows into the fund until we bought the
PIC, we initially anticipated holding the PIC till maturity.

However, as we all know, there was a rapid turnaround in the retail
investment market during 2007. From seeing healthy inflows in the
first half of the year, our fund, in line with other retail funds,
experienced large outflows – over £500m was withdrawn from our
fund in the second six months of the year.

The fund still held rather more cash than we normally would have
wished. In this instance, holding cash proved to be beneficial on
two counts: cash was starting to outperform property; and those
exiting the fund could be paid from the cash without the need to
sell assets. The latter benefit proved only temporary as withdrawals
continued to rise, and we had to find suitable liquid assets for sale.

Although the PICs’ exposure to property ended in December 2007,
maturity proceeds were not due to be settled until March 2008
(after the publication of the IPD Annual Index). Our cash
requirement proved to be rather more immediate.

We negotiated with Barclays Capital to redeem the bulk of the
proceeds in late December, with any balance being settled in March.
The December proceeds (shown in green in figure 2) were
determined by applying a conservative estimate of the end

December capital value. This outcome was based on the known
capital movements to end November based on the progress of the
IPD Monthly Index at that time, together with estimate of the likely
movement over December and in addition, the possible difference
between the outcome of the IPD Monthly Index and the IPD Annual
Index was estimated. Figure 2 shows a spread of possible outcomes
of the capital value decline over the year based on our forecast of
the Annual Index (shown in the dotted blue lines). While obviously
not exhaustive, this spread indicated what the anticipated lowest
outcome for the year (and consequently for the entire three year
period) would be. Proceeds amounting to approximately 90% of this
estimate were paid out in December with the residue being paid in
March, once the Annual Index figure was known.

Stewart Cowe,
Scottish Widows Investment Partnership
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Rationale
This case study is based on a trade undertaken by the Select Fund in
2007. The Fund’s performance target is CPI +5%. The investment
policy of the Fund is to invest in primarily: commercial property,
property-related equities, property investment companies and other
property collective investment schemes. The Fund is also permitted
to invest in fixed income and cash. At the date of the trade the
Fund was looking to increase its office weighting and reduce its
overall UK market exposure. In Europe (ex. UK), the Fund had a
weighting of slightly less than 2% in offices which it was looking to
increase closer to 5%.

The derivative trade was executed in early 2007 and so the numbers
and forecasts all relate to our outlook in a somewhat more
optimistic period. At this point, our property house view, structured
around the Property Research team’s global property market
forecasts, suggested the Paris office market would outperform most
other European office markets over a 3-year hold period. The
forecasts suggested that the strongest year of performance from the
market would be 2007. The house view also favoured the French
office market in terms of liquidity and transparency.

Select could increase its French office exposure through four routes:

• Buying shares in a French listed company;

• Purchasing a physical building;

• Co-investing through a private fund; or

• A synthetic investment using a derivative.

The Listed team’s global pricing matrix suggested that French listed
property stocks looked over-priced at that stage in the cycle.
Dividend yields were down as low as 2% on average and NAV
premiums were at a record high. A further consideration was that
most stocks in the French EPRA universe were diversified across
sectors and did not offer specific French office exposure.

The fund manager also considered buying directly in the market, i.e.
a physical building. However, in addition to the obvious high
transaction costs, prime yields were at historic lows. Appraisal yields
on direct assets in Paris were below 4% at that time. The other
consideration was the relatively small size of the investment into the
market that Select was targeting. Would one asset represent the
returns from the Paris or French office market as a whole? Clearly
not. What it would do is introduce asset specific risk to the Fund.
Direct assets considered at this stage were also not tax efficient for
Select and SPV discounts for latent CGT were not competitive.

Reducing asset specific risk could have been achieved by co-
investing in a private vehicle. At this point the Research team
could not identify any fund raising vehicles targeting French offices
specifically which would have been fully invested in 2007 to capture
the strength of returns forecast for the year. Had a fund been
identified, fees may have been punitive and would have deterred
investment via this route.

Having ruled out the other three investment routes, a derivative
based on the IPD French Office Index satisfied most requirements for
the Fund: it provided market level exposure (i.e. no asset or
company specific risk); it would be tax efficient and transaction costs
were low. The Fund therefore agreed an IPD France Office total
return swap. Standard Life Select Fund would make quarterly
payments of Euribor + a margin and receive the annual total return
(capital and income) on IPD France Office.

Addressing a sector
allocation problem
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Figure 1: Fund sector allocation by country – February 2007

Office Retail Residential Industrial Other Total

% % % % % %

UK 7 9 4 2 22

Europe
(ex UK) 2 3 2 4 5 15

Hong Kong,
Singapore, Asia 6 4 4 3 17

Japan 7 3 5 3 18

Australia 2 3 1 6

USA 10 10 1 21

Total Property 34 33 11 9 12 99

Bonds/cash 1 1

TOTAL 34 33 11 9 13 100

Note: Numbers in the table may have been rounded up or down, so may
not match the totals exactly.
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Process
Standard Life Investments’ experience to date of trading derivatives
has very much been as a result of our in-house teams working
together: Property Research, Treasury, Tax & Fund Structuring,
Mutual Funds and Legal. The process internally has evolved through
experience – both positive and negative. Responsibility and powers
to trade are clearly understood within the teams.

The process begins with the Property Research team who receive,
collate and analyse pricing from a range of sources. A pricing model
cross checks bid and offer margins against property market forecasts
to highlight any potential mispricing and opportunities. This analysis
is then communicated with fund managers who are in control of
their respective fund’s power and appetite to trade. At this stage
the Treasury team, with the benefit of key contacts within a range
of banks, will strike the deal within the boundaries of appropriate
counterparty risk and ISDA agreements. The paperwork process will
also kick off at this point. A range of teams across the business are
involved to ensure all required documentation is signed and in place
with all internal parties required for dealing and on-going support
informed of what is required. Compliance, Risk and Trustee approval
are all also required to proceed.

Hurdles
Select is an authorised property unit trust which operates under the
COLL (Collective Investment Schemes sourcebook) regime therefore
it is critical that the Fund’s investment in any instrument supports
permitted link status in order that they qualify for unit-linked life
and pension business as appropriate.

During this trade various hurdles were overcome, not least of which
was internal roles and responsibilities regarding by whom and when
a trade is actually struck. Experience tells us that the Treasury team
and Derivatives Manager are the experts and they ‘work the trade’
on the investment teams’ behalf. This process also avoids
duplication of information and communication, while achieving the
‘best price’ for the fund.

In terms of counterparty risk, Standard Life Investments is required
to satisfy its Group Credit Risk policy which stipulates a minimum
credit rating for counterparties. This limits potential permitted banks
and counterparties. In today’s environment this would perhaps have
been more of an issue given rate downgrading across the sector.

Although it should be a relatively straightforward legal document,
the ISDA in this case was almost a stumbling block for us. It was
purely a timing issue as our Legal team was in the process of
restructuring & renegotiating ISDA agreements with a range of
banks. The renegotiating process took longer than both parties
had anticipated.

A further issue for the trade was the requirement for the Fund to
receive daily pricing on the contract under COLL rules. The trustees
required to be satisfied that pricing models reflected reliable and
verifiable daily valuations taking into account views of external
parties.

Outcomes
Experience from the trade has allowed further understanding of the
volatility of mark-to-market valuations. These values are subject to
the same underlying impacts from sentiment as direct property
values, albeit the low volume of potential counterparties increases
the potential volatility along the life of the trade.

In terms of administration, our experience with this trade led us to
begin the process of negotiating an ISDA with all potential funds
and counterparties, rather than waiting until a potential trade arises.

Of course forecasts change; the Research team proved too bullish
on the IPD French Office Index return for 2007. The forecast total
return of 18.7% return exceeded the actual 18.2%. However,
within the recent environment of heightened global financial
uncertainty, risk aversion and a collapse in credit, the swap looks
likely to deliver what was required – French office market
unleveraged returns and a diversification benefit to a global
property fund.

Anne Breen,
Standard Life Investments
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Figure 3: Steps followed in the French Office test trade



About the IPF
Background

Set up in 1988, the Investment Property Forum (IPF) is now
recognised as one of the leading specialist property industry bodies
in the UK. It comprises an influential network of senior professionals
all active in the property investment market. Individuals join
because the Forum remains focused, proactive and makes a
difference.

The strength of the organisation lies in its diversity of members of
1,800, who include investment agents, fund managers, bankers,
lawyers, researchers, academics, actuaries and other related
professionals. It operates in London, Scotland, the Midlands and the
North of England.

Our Mission

The IPF’s mission is to improve the awareness, understanding and
efficiency of property as an investment for its members and other
interested parties, including government, by:

• Undertaking research and special projects;

• Providing education; and

• Encouraging discussion and debate.

Our Focus:

• To improve the awareness of the investment characteristics
of property;

• To encourage innovation and best practice in the property
investment market;

• To support initiatives that enhance liquidity and efficiency of
property as an investment class; and

• To promote quality, excellence and responsible
investment practice.

IPF Property Derivatives Interest Group
Derivatives are long established and widely used in the securities
market, but their use for property, although established for over 10
years in the UK, has remained limited.

The Property Derivatives Interest Group (PDIG) was set up by the
IPF to support the development of the property derivatives market,
partly in response to the needs of investors and partly following
changes to the regulatory and tax environment, which have made
property derivatives more accessible and more attractive.

PDIG Events
PDIG organises three breakfast events each year at which the
quarterly derivative trading volumes are announced by Investment
Property Databank (IPD). For more information on the next PDIG
breakfast, please go to the IPF website www.ipf.org.uk.

PDIG Technical Sub-Group
Towards the end of 2007, the Steering Committee of the IPF
Property Derivatives Interest Group (PDIG) decided to establish a
dedicated Technical Sub-Group to examine issues specifically
affecting property investment managers and their portfolios when
considering the use of property derivatives. With such a wide and
ambitious objective in mind, it is pleasing that the Sub-Group has
brought together representatives from Aviva, Standard Life, Invista,
ING Real Estate, PRUPIM, Protego, Scottish Widows, Grosvenor and
IPD, who have all been willing to share their thoughts and
experiences of the property derivatives market through this single
forum. The aim of the Sub-Group is clear – to support the
development of a deep and liquid market in property derivatives by
giving guidance to the property investment management community
on the various ways in which the use of property derivatives affect
the management of property portfolios.

Much of our initial discussions have concentrated on the question of
why property investors, and specifically managers of actual property
portfolios, have not been as active in the market as one would have
expected or hoped. The answer to this question is complex but it is
widely accepted that a significant hurdle to property investors is one
of lack of understanding, both at an operational and practical level.

This publication has been produced with the specific aim of
addressing this problem by providing a practical, operationally-
focused introduction to the use of property derivatives.

PDIG Technical Sub-Group members

Will Robson, PRUPIM (Chair as from October 2009)

Phil Bayliss, Legal & General Property

Anne Breen, Standard Life Investments

Kelly Cleveland, Grosvenor Group Limited

Stewart Cowe, Scottish Widows Investment Partnership

Mark Daley, Berwin Leighton Paisner

Louise Ellison, IPF

Sue Forster, IPF

Mark Long, Invista Real Estate Investment Management

Jeremy Marsh Invista Real Estate Investment Management

Raj Rehan, Aviva Fund Management

Iain Reid, Protego Real Estate Investors

Angela Sheahan, IPD

Maarten Vermeulen, Protego Real Estate Investors

Tony Yu, ING Real Estate
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